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Language:
1. Spell the word “arranged” A_R_R_A_N_G_E_D
2. Which of the following words is a superlative adjective?
a. beautiful

c. beautifully

b. most beautiful

d. more beautiful

3. I have been living here ________________ I was a 9 years old?
a. for

b. while

c. when

d. since

4. What is the correct missing word?
I’m _____________________ Karen at the mall at 7:00pm
a. met

b. meets

c. meet

d. meeting

5. Which of the following is a comparative adjective?
a. taller

b. best

c. amazing

d. loudest

Mathematics:
1. The number of square units contained in a closed figure is called _____.
a. Area

b. Perimeter

c. Circumference

d. Volume

2. It refers to the area of solid figure. What is it?
a. Surface area

b. Perimeter

c. Volume

d. Circumference

3. What do you call a three-dimensional figure which has identical cross-sections?
a. Pyramid

b. Cylinder

c. Prism

d. Cone

4. What is the other term for rectangular prism?
a. Cube

b. Cuboid

c. Cone
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d. pyramid

5. How do you find the area of a triangular prism?
a. Find the areas of two triangular faces plus the areas of three rectangular
faces.
b. Find the area of one face times six.
c. Find the area of six rectangular faces.
d. None of these.
Science:
1. In the Water Cycle, what is it called when water falls from the atmosphere to
the Earth?
a. Evaporation

b. Precipitation

c. Condensation

d. Transpiration

2. How do living organisms return carbon to the atmosphere in the carbon cycle?
a. by evaporation

b. by decomposition and respiration

c. by respiration and photosynthesis

d. by combustion and evaporation

3. Nitrogen makes up _______ of the atmosphere.
a. 60%

b. 78%

c. 1%

d. 5%

4. Nitrogen is absorbed by the plants in the form of…
a. Ammonium

b. Nitrates

c. Nitrites

d. All of the answers are correct.

5. How does phosphorus enter an ecosystem?
a. Through the weathering of rocks

b. Through decaying plants

c. Through animal waste

d. All of the answers are correct.
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Health Education:
1. What pubescent changes affect all teens?
a. hips and breast

b. cracked voice and sperm

c. pregnancy and hair

d. pimples and pubic hair

2. What is a possible consequence of having sex?
a. wet dream

b. deodorant

c. pregnancy

d. menstruation

3. Which is an example of the six guidelines for making responsible decisions?
a. Is it helpful?

b. Is it sweet?

c. Do I love her?

d. Do I follow my heart?

4. Which is a mental change that teens experience?
a. skin changes

b. broader shoulder

c. understanding abstract ideas

d. breasts get larger

5. Which of the following changes occur in girls only during puberty?
a. wet dreams

b. menstruation

b. shoulders become broaden

d. voice becomes deeper
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